NHS Application Coversheet

Name _____________________________________

_____ Letter of Intent

_____ Service hours documented       Total hours _______

_____ Leadership documented       Positions ______________________

Letter of Recommendation

1. __________________________________ included ___ or expected ___
   If expected, contact info ___________________________________________

2. __________________________________ included ___ or expected ___
   If expected, contact info ___________________________________________

3. __________________________________ included ___ or expected ___
   If expected, contact info ___________________________________________

4. __________________________________ included ___ or expected ___
   If expected, contact info ___________________________________________

5. __________________________________ included ___ or expected ___
   If expected, contact info ___________________________________________

Advisor only

GPA ____________

Reviewed by _______________: recommendation YES ____ NO ______ Undecided ______

Reviewed by _______________: recommendation YES ____ NO ______ Undecided ______

Advisor recommendation: YES ____ NO _____ Undecided _____

Comments: